STONART
RELEASE POWDER
DESCRIPTION
Premixed color ready for use, water repellent, not adherent and fully removable to
be applied on a support previously treated with HARDSTONE. The main use of
this product is to prevent the adherence of the stamps to the fresh concrete
during the stamping of floors. It also creates color contrasts and antique like
effects that display the facing of the stone to imitate.
•
•
•

16 different colors are available in containers weighing 13,00 kg each.
Colors are resistant to ultra violets and infrared rays, acids, salts and alkali
action.
80 sqm coverage per container weighing 13,00 kg

PRESERVATION
Stored in its original integral container the product does not need to be protected
from heat or cold. The product life is 24 months.
NOTICE
The product is a very thin powder, superior to 10 micron; no cement nor toxic
materials are present. During work the use of protecting gloves and dust mask is
compulsory.
QUALITY
We hereby certify that this product is prepared in accordance with the
international standards, is continuously tested in appropriate laboratories and
checked prior any shipment; it is therefore a “GOOD QUALITY” Product.
IMPORTANT:
What's in this data sheet is based on best knowledge derived from practical experience and
laboratory. This document cancels and replaces the previous ones. The data can be modified at
any time. The customer has the responsibility to verify that the product is suitable for the
application they want to perform. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for the results of
incorrect applications. It is strongly recommended to test the product on a small area before
application. The product is for professional use. The International Stone regularly organizes
training courses for its customers who request it. Those who use these products without being
entitled do so at their own risk.
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